We consider broadcasting a message from one node to all other nodes of an asynchronous totally unlabeled network: neither nodes nor links of the network have a priori assigned labels but they know the topology of the network. Nodes can send messages of arbitrary size and we are interested in minimizing the total number of messages. Broadcasting in an n-node unlabeled network is perfect if it uses n?1 messages (the minimum even in the labeled network). We show that the problem of deciding whether an arbitrary network admits perfect broadcasting from a given source, is NP-hard. We characterize regular networks in which perfect broadcasting from every node is possible, and give such broadcasting algorithms.
Introduction
The study of the computational power of anonymous networks is an important and well established research area in distributed computing (cf. 13] and the survey 8]). In an anonymous network, processors do not have distinct identities and execute identical algorithms. The impossibility of distinguishing processors yields symmetry in computations and restricts the power of the network both in terms of the class of functions that can be computed and the time and cost of computations. The study of anonymous networks was initiated in 1] and then pursued by many authors, both for speci c networks, such as rings 2, 3, 11] and hypercubes 9] and for arbitrary networks 4, 10, 15] . Among the problems studied in this context are the following: Which functions a given anonymous network can compute? What is the message and bit complexity of such computation? Is it possible to perform leader election in the network? An even more severe restriction on the amount of knowledge available to processors is the lack of sense of direction (cf. 12, 5] ), when there is no \consistent" labeling of links. For rings, the sense of direction is equivalent to orientation and its computational aspects were studied, e.g., in 2]. Networks in which neither links nor nodes have a priori assigned labels, are obviously both anonymous and devoid of sense of direction. We will call such networks totally unlabeled. In this paper we consider one of the fundamental tasks in distributed computing: broadcasting. (See, e.g., the survey 7] for references to the literature on broadcasting.) One node of the network, called the source, has a message which has to be transmitted to all other nodes. We assume that the network is totally unlabeled. This implies that a node sending a message to its neighbor knows neither its own identity nor that of the neighbor and cannot situate itself in the network. Moreover, a node sending a message does not know which neighbor will receive it. The only knowledge available to a node is the topology of the network, its own degree and an extra bit signifying \I am the source" (in case of the source) or \I am not the source" (in case of all remaining nodes). All other knowledge has to be acquired in the communication process. Nodes can send messages of arbitrary size and content, thus conveying already gained knowledge together with the source message. Only nodes that already got the source message can transmit. The network is asynchronous: every message sent on a link arrives to its destination in nite but unbounded time. Links are of FIFO type: messages sent on a given link arrive in the order of sending. All processors are identical and run the same algorithm. We are interested in minimizing the number of messages needed to achieve broadcasting. In the naive algorithm every node relays the message to all neighbors except those from which it got it.
Due to asynchronicity this may take as many as 2l ? (n ? 1) messages in a network with n nodes and l links. On the other hand, the minimal number of messages is n?1, even in a labeled network.
Thus we say that a broadcasting algorithm in an unlabeled network is perfect if it achieves this lower bound. We prove that, given a graph G and a source s, the problem of deciding whether there exists a perfect broadcasting in G from the source s is NP-hard. We do not know the complexity of the following (possibly easier) problem: given a graph G, does there exist a perfect broadcasting in G from every source? However, for regular graphs G, we precisely characterize graphs which have this property: these turn out to be Moore graphs (cf. 14]). Hence the latter decision problem restricted to regular graphs is polynomial. The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we give a precise de nition of the model and of a broadcasting algorithm in a totally unlabeled network. Section 3 is devoted to the proof of the above mentioned NP-hardness result. In section 4 we characterize regular graphs admitting perfect broadcasting from every source. Section 5 contains conclusions and open problems.
The model
The network is represented as an undirected connected graph G = (V; E) whose nodes are processors and edges are communication links. We assume that jV j > 1. For any node v, I(v) denotes the set of edges incident to v and d(v) = jI(v)j denotes the degree of v. All links from I(v) are connected to v by distinct ports. Each port has two bu ers: one for storing incoming and the other for storing outgoing messages. Before the start of broadcasting each node v knows the graph G, the degree d(v) and knows if it is the source. There is no a priori labeling of links or nodes, i.e., v does not know which link from I(v) joins it with which neighbor and where it is situated in G. For every v we x an arbitrary local labeling of ports of v. For convenience, node v identi es its ports with respective links, i.e., this labeling is a bijection v : f1; :::; d(v)g ! I(v). It should be stressed that those labelings are chosen arbitrarily by all nodes and no \coherence" among them is assumed.
Messages placed in the outgoing bu er of a given port of v are sent to the neighbor joined with v by the respective link. Links are of FIFO type, i.e., messages transmitted through a given link arrive to the destination in the same order as they were placed in the bu er. The network is asynchronous: every message sent on a link arrives to its destination in nite but unbounded time. Whenever a message arrives at a node, it appears in the incoming bu er of the respective port and is received. We use two primitive operations: send v (M; i) denotes the operation of sending message M by node v through port v (i). receive v denotes the function which waits for the rst incoming message at v and returns the couple (M; i), where M is the message and i is the port number at which this message came.
Let s denote the source of broadcasting, -the maximum degree of G and = f v : v 2 V gthe set of xed local labelings of ports. We want to formalize the assumption that nodes can send arbitrary messages and the decision of a node at any point of broadcasting can be based on the entire knowledge that it acquired so far. This current knowledge of a node v increases with each incoming message: it is the previous knowledge of v plus the newly obtained knowledge. What knowledge can be gained by getting a new message? The following three items can be learned: the current knowledge of the sender in the moment of sending (including its degree); the local port number on which the sender sent the message; the local port number on which the message was received.
We de ne a history in the graph G to be any nite sequence of pairs a 1 The role of the chooser is the following: for any node v and any current history (i.e., knowledge) available at this node, it chooses the (local numbers of) ports on which a message (containing everything v knows) will be sent. It also selects one of the states stop or wait. The rst one indicates that all actions of v should be terminated after sending messages on the chosen portsno further messages will be read by the processor even if they arrive at some ports in the future; the second state means that the node is still active and it will read the next incoming message. Condition 3 is crucial in the above de nition. In the beginning Y = wait in all nodes except possibly the source. Hence the requirement that value stop be assigned means that each node has received a message and each node has nished its work. The requirement that this should happen for all labelings captures the full anonymity of broadcasting: eventually all nodes get the message, although at each transmission the choice to which neighbor a node sends a message is controled by the adversary. In an actual implementation of a broadcasting algorithm the original source message is appended to each \history" message speci ed above.
The message complexity of a broadcasting algorithm A for a given set of local labelings, is the number C of operations send performed during the execution of the algorithm. The message complexity of A is the maximum of numbers C , over all sets of local labelings. The algorithm A is perfect if its complexity is jV j ? 1.
The descriptions of algorithms in the rest of the paper will be informal: for reasons of clarity of presentation we will not de ne the chooser formally. Indeed, in most cases, a node does not need to know the entire history to decide on which ports it should send messages. Likewise, it usually does not need to send its entire history but only some crucial facts that can be deduced from it. Here are some examples of such facts: \my degree is 5", \I got a message from the source via a path of length 4 from a neighbor of degree 3". Nodes can also send conditional orders to neighbors. Formally such orders are encoded in the chooser, e.g. \if your degree is 1 then stop, otherwise send a message to one neighbor and tell it to stop". In particular, each node knows from its history on which ports it already got or sent messages. Call all other ports of a node free. Thus the instruction \send a message on all your free ports" is legitimate and will be often used. We will use the phrase \a node stops after getting a message" if the value of the chooser is (;; stop), i.e., when a node does not perform any further actions after getting this message. This way of describing algorithms in totally unlabeled networks better conveys their main idea and it will be clear in each case how to transform such an informal description into chooser de nition.
Perfect broadcasting in arbitrary graphs
Consider the following decision problem:
PERFECT BROADCASTING (PB) Input: connected graph G = (V; E) and a node s 2 V . Question: does there exist a perfect broadcasting algorithm in G from source s?
The following decision problem is known to be NP-hard (cf. 6]):
EXACT COVER BY 3-SETS (X3C) Input: set X with jXj = 3m, for some positive integer m, and a family F of 3-element subsets of X.
Question: does F contain an exact cover of X, i.e., a subfamily F 0 F such that every element of X belongs to exactly one set from F 0 ? Theorem 3.1 The problem PERFECT BROADCASTING is NP-hard.
Proof: We will reduce the problem X3C to PB. Consider an instance of the former problem in which X = fx 1 ; :::; x 3m g, F = fF 1 ; :::; F k g. For any such pair (X; F), let G X;F = (V; E) be the graph de ned as follows: Figure   1 ).
We will now prove that for any pair (X; F) as above, F contains an exact cover of X, if and only if, there exists a perfect broadcasting algorithm in G X;F from source s.
Let F 0 be an exact cover of X. Below we give the description of a perfect broadcasting in G X;F from source s. if F i 6 2 F 0 then F i stops after getting the message else F i sends a message on each free port and then stops //a node F i deduces whether it belongs to F 0 from the degree of node y i from which it got the message. Indeed, this degree equals i + 2//.
5. all three neighbors that got a message from F i 2 F 0 stop after getting the message. Proof: Suppose not and let x i be a node that sends a message to its neighbor. Let F j be the neighbor that received this message. Consider two cases.
1. F j stops after getting the message. The node y j can get the message only from the source. It is also the only node node from which nodes z l j , l = 1; :::; j can get a message. Hence y j must send messages. There exists a local labeling of ports of y j such that the chooser indicates F j as a neighbor to which y j sends a message. Thus F j gets two messages, from x i and from y j . Contradiction. 2. F j sends at least one message. There exists a local labeling of ports of F j such that the chooser indicates y j as a neighbor to which F j sends a message. As before, y j must send messages. Now there exists a local labeling of ports of y j such that the chooser indicates s as a neighbor to which y j sends a message. Contradiction. Claim 2. Every node F j either does not send any messages or sends messages on all free ports. Proof: Suppose not and let F j be a node that sends messages on some but not all free ports. By Claim 1, F j gets a message from y j and only from this node. Fix a neighbor x i of F j . There exists a local labeling of ports of F j under which x i does not get a message from F j . Hence some other neighbor F l of x i must send messages on some (or all) its free ports, in order for x i to get the source message. Thus there exist local labelings of ports of F j and F l such that the chooser indicates x i as the node that gets the message both from F j and F l . Contradiction. Let F 0 be the family of those nodes F j that send messages. Elements of F 0 are pairwise disjoint, for otherwise a common element x i would get messages from two neighbors. Since all nodes in X must get a message, the union of all sets in F 0 must cover X. This implies that F 0 is an exact cover of X. 2
Consider the following decision problem closely related to PB. UNIVERSAL PERFECT BROADCASTING (UPB) Input: connected graph G = (V; E). Question: does there exist a perfect broadcasting algorithm in G from every source? UPB is not harder than PB, as there is an obvious reduction from UPB to PB. We do not know what is the complexity of UPB; however, the result from the next section implies in particular that UPB is polynomial when restricted to regular graphs. It also remains open whether PB is polynomial for regular graphs: the possibility of varying degrees was crucial in our reduction.
Perfect broadcasting in regular graphs
In this section we give an exact characterization of regular graphs in which perfect broadcasting can be done from every node and show such a broadcasting whenever it exists.
Terminology and preliminaries
The girth of a graph G is the length of the shortest cycle in G. Assume 
Regular graphs admitting perfect broadcasting
The following is the main result of this section. The source sends messages to all neighbors and then stops. The message sent on port 1 contains the order \send a message on all free ports telling recipients to stop and then stop yourself". Messages sent on all other ports contain the order \stop". Other nodes execute orders. Here is the description of a perfect broadcasting from s (cf. Figure 2 (a) ):
1. s sends a message on port 1 with the information \you are on level 0" //The neighbor s 0 that gets this message becomes a \twin source"//; 2. both s and s 0 send messages on all free ports with information \you are on level 1"; 3. any node that got a message \you are on level i", for i = 1; :::; r ? 2, sends a message on all free ports with information \you are on level i + 1" and then stops; any node that got a message \you are on level r ? 1", stops.
Since g = 2r, no pair of nodes on levels i < r ? 1 have common neighbors. Thus every node gets at most one message. On the other hand, upon completion of the above algorithm, the number of nodes that get the source message is i.e., all nodes get the message.
We have shown that all graphs speci ed in the theorem admit perfect broadcasting from any node. Now we prove the opposite implication. Assume d 3 and g 5. (For d = 2 G is a cycle, for g = 3 G is a complete graph, and for g = 4 G is a complete bipartite graph.) Suppose that perfect broadcasting from every source is possible in a regular graph G = (V; E) and let A be such a broadcasting algorithm. Since every node other than the source gets exactly one message and the source only sends but does not receive messages, the set of edges on which messages are transmitted in the execution of A yields a spanning tree of G rooted at the source s of broadcasting and with edges directed from the root towards leaves. Such a tree will be called the broadcasting tree of A . For a given source, this tree depends on the algorithm A and on the set of local labelings = f v : v 2 V g. Fix (As mentioned in section 2, for a xed node -s in this case -ports are identi ed with edges.) Let 0 = n f s g f 0 s g and consider the execution of algorithm A for the set of local labelings 0 . Since A is a perfect broadcasting, the tree T u i will be constructed as before. However, node u which is in this tree gets the second message directly from s, contradiction. Claim 3. The sum of lengths of any two edge-disjoint paths (one of which may be empty) from any node x to leaves of T x , is at most g ? 1. In particular, the height of T ;s is at most g ? 1 2
Both the degree and the girth of a graph can be found in time O(n 2 d), hence this time is su cient to check if a regular graph is a minimal (d; g)-graph. Thus our characterization implies that the problem UPB described in section 3 is polynomial when restricted to regular graphs.
Conclusion
We investigated broadcasting in networks in which neither nodes nor links have a priori assigned labels and, consequently, the choice of the neighbor to which a node sends a message is controled by the adversary. We showed that, in spite of this restriction of knowledge available to processors, broadcasting can be sometimes achieved e ciently. We were interested in message complexity of the broadcasting process, assuming worst case behavior of the adversary. In particular we showed for which regular networks broadcasting can be done as e ciently as when the network is fully labeled.
On the other side of the spectrum, it is not hard to nd examples of graphs in which lack of a priori labeling of links and nodes is very harmful for the e ciency of broadcasting. Take a complete graph on n nodes and add to each node a separate new neighbor of degree 1. The resulting 2n-node graph has the property that (under the unlabeled scenario) broadcasting from each of its nodes must use (n 2 ) messages, in fact at least one message must travel on every link. Thus, for any network topology, it is important to know how vulnerable it is to knowledge restriction caused by lack of a priori labeling, from the point of view of communication tasks. One of the interesting open problems in this context is to nd good broadcasting algorithms for important classes of totally unlabeled networks, i.e., algorithms whose message complexity is optimal or at least close to optimal. Further directions of research might concern message complexity of other communication tasks, such as all-to-all communication or voting, in the context of totally unlabeled networks.
